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 El Hotel Las Arenas has decided to move from
words to action, with a large investment in its
facilities, allowing it to have new charging points
for electric vehicles. This initiative, adopted by
the accommodation belonging to the Hoteles
Santos chain, highlights its commitment to
sustainability and innovation, and is not only a
new factor differentiating it from other hotels, but
also expands its Corporate Social Responsibility
policy
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 This action was taken due to the rise of this range of vehicle on the
market. This mobility option has shown itself to be an ideal option,
especially for travelling in large cities and making any kind of daily
journey. Hotel Santos Las Arenas has now joined this evolution,
reinforcing its corporate social responsibility policy, reducing the
environmental impact of its activity, having started to work on the
Carbon Proof certification, analysing its carbon footprint in an initial
phase, then reducing it, and finally offsetting it, achieving full offset
of its emissions.

 The Valencian establishment has made a large investment,
incorporating a total of 20 charging units (ORBIS brand), each of
22kW, with the installation of two flexible five metre cables (on each
side of the charger) between two parking spaces, offering
coverage for both sides, allowing charging of up to 40 vehicles.
Notable among its multiple features are the ability to control the
power, consult consumption history, programme the duration and
plan charging schedules from the VIARIS COMBI app, to take
advantage of the electricity rates with hourly discrimination.
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 These chargers implement the MQTT standard communication protocol with cloud storage, allowing
the control and remote viewing of the charging system and facilitating integration on other
management platforms. Additionally, it also has an additional 5 chargers, each 22kW, 2 being Tesla, 2
Porsche, and one Wallabox. The accommodation has a total three-phase load of 550kW for electric
cars, motorbikes, bicycles and hybrid vehicles.

LAS ARENAS WITH THE ENVIRONMENT

This initiative is in addition to others which the
accommodation has undertaken in recent
years, thereby responding to client requests,
such as replacing traditional plastic bottles
with organic containers, incorporating
recyclable material reception materials, and
replacing traditional lighting with LED energy,
achieving reduced consumption. Additionally,
the hotel has joined the SEUR Foundation
action in collecting lids of containers to
support their proper recycling and reuse.
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